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TOGETHER MORE funMORE savings
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Pin DuoDuo

VALUE and HAPPINESS for EVERYONE

Pinduoduo – more savings, more fun



拼多多plus
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Online 
Merchandise 
Quality Plus
Price Plus

An innovative new e-commerce platform with rapid growth.
Provide buyers with top quality and value-for-money merchandise with a
strong focus on quality control.
Quality Plus and Price Plus for our Gold Buyer Membership.

Online Store
Decoration Plus

Our professional design team creates, designs and builds our sellers online 
stores pages and integrates sellers store into one platform. Gold Seller 
Membership enjoys Decoration Plus along with other services.
Our platform resembles a virtual bazaar where buyers browse and explore 
a full spectrum of products on our platform while interacting with 
one another.

Massive Consumer
Opportunity Plus

Sellers have greater opportunities to have products promoted on popular 
social networks where buyers could invite their friends, family and social 
contacts to purchase together, which could lead to a good and service 
exposure opportunity for massive consumers.

TM



Our user interface is SKU-centric and designed for mobile browsing and discovery
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Home 
page

Recommen
dation

Search Personal 
Dashboard

Ranking

Return shipping 
cost included

“Double holiday” 
promotion

Store that friends 
shopped in

Banner ad for 
various promotions 
(personalized)

Platform 
promotions

Popular
Menswear

Groceries
Mobile

Food
Electronics Shoes & 

Bags

Gateway to 
promotion and 
shopping 
destinations

Aggregated sales 
volume

Existing team

Special 
promotion 
on certain 
stores 

Customer
Service 

Available for 
immediate 
shipping

Additional 
discount by 
merchants

Each page is dynamically personalized, resembling a virtual bazaar whereby users can scroll and explore different products.



We re-invented the team purchase model to promote interactions between users
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Product shipment

Step 2.1: Initiate a 
new team purchase

Step 3.1: Invite friends and 
family on social networks

Confirm team 
formation

Step 2.2: Join an existing 
team purchase

Step 3.2: Wait for team 
formation in the next 24 hours

Review

Step 1: Visit 
our platform

Team 
purchase

Individual
purchase
¥ 36.8 ¥ 29.9


